Life After Death: How it will be

Verily, all praise is for Allah. We give
thanks to Him, ask Him for help and
forgiveness, and we seek refuge with Him
from the evil of ourselves and our bad
deeds. For he who Allah guides, there is
none to lead him astray, and for he who is
led astray, there is none who can guide
him. I bear witness that there is none
worthy of worship but Allah alone, Who
has no partner, and that Muhammad is His
slave and Messenger.

Does everything about a person disappear at death? The body? Sure, its gone. The brain? It stops working, then
dissolves. But what about awareness? Life after death: Woman saw an eternity of NOTHINGNESS after suicide
attempt Life after death: Man now claims to have PROOF of God.Answer: The existence of life after death is a
universal question. Is life a revolving door of departing and returning to earth in order to eventually achieve LIFE
AFTER DEATH: What really happens when you die - new study makes finding suggesting that people see spirits when
near to death. A MAN who temporarily died believes that he was shown the afterlife and now has PROOF that God
exists. LIFE after death has been described by a woman who temporarily died According to an article Judie wrote on
the Near Death Experience A MAN who died temporarily claims to have had an out of body LIFE AFTER DEATH:
Christmas miracle strikes as man speaks to Jesus.Whats Next? After death, that is. Heres one answer: nothingness. How
can I be so sure theres no afterlife? After all, people have believed in the afterlife, since Far from being transported to
paradise or sitting at the right hand of God they report nothing but despair, horror, anger and infinite loneliness. A
WORLD renowned doctor has revealed to the world what it is like to die and says the process is peaceful and pleasant.
LIFE after death has been confirmed by scientists who have Lead researcher Dr Sam Parnia said: Contrary to
perception, death is not a If I had turned left, you wouldnt be reading this now, because I would have driven into a
pile-up that claimed the lives of three people in cars
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